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Introduction

Few companies can accurately assess the total cost of an account takeover (ATO), and who can blame
them – it’s complicated.
ATO is one of the most common forms of identity theft. When an event takes place, it does not only
erode customer trust but can set off a tidal wave of disruption across multiple workgroups. As we see
here, each account takeover can involve multiple departments, not only security and IT, but customer
service, legal, investment, credit, and can cost thousands of dollars.

In this survey, we learn from high-level managers the various ways in which their organizations are
financially impacted by the growing number of account takeovers.
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Respondent Breakdown

Region

Title

Company Size
Director

46%
VP
C-suite
North America

100%

30%

32%

22%

Data collection: September 17 - November 1, 2021
Q5id, Inc

1,001-5,000
employees

5,001-10,000
employees

45%

10,001+
employees

25%

Respondents: 100 technology executives
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The number of ATOs are accelerating and
expected to continue
24% of respondents say their organization has
experienced hundreds or thousands of account
takeovers in the past 12 months.

In the past 12 months, how many account
takeovers has your organization experienced?
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70% of executives expect the rate of account takeovers to increase over the next 12 months.

66%
Increase slightly

19%

Over the next 12 months, how do you see
the rate of account takeovers changing?

No change

4%
Increase signiﬁcantly

7%
Decrease slightly

4%
Decrease signiﬁcantly
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Security teams are involved in takeover resolution
and it can often take hours to resolve
When an account takeover occurs, executives say the security (85%), technology (63%), and
customer service (56%) departments are involved in the resolution.
85%
When an account takeover occurs, which of the following
departments/teams are involved in resolution?

56%
32%

33%

Investment

Legal

63%

12%
2%
Other
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Credit

Customer
service

Tech

Security
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Executives say account takeovers have increased the number of manual reviews required (64%)
and the number of security protocols or steps for new sign-ups (59%).
How have account takeovers impacted new customer
acquisition at your organization over the past year?

We’ve increased the number of
manual reviews

64%

We've put in more security
protocols/steps for new sign-ups

59%

We’ve seen fewer new account
sign-ups

24%

We've promoted marketing
content that shows our
customers' accounts are secure

Other
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Almost three-quarters (72%) of executives say it takes hours for their organization to resolve a
single account takeover.

On average, how much time does it
take your organization to resolve a
single account takeover?
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9%

72%

15%

4%

Minutes

Hours

Days

Weeks
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Account takeovers increase customer interactions, reduce
customer retention, and impact new customer acquisition
85% of respondents say it takes between 1 and 10 customer interactions to resolve an
account takeover.
When an account takeover happens,
how many customer interactions (email,
phone, in-app message, etc…) are
needed before a resolution is reached?

53%
Less than 5

32%
6-10

13%
None, we can restore
access without interacting
with our customer
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More than 15
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72% of executives have a customer retention rate of less than 90% after an account takeover.

After an account takeover incident, what is
your typical retention rate for that customer?

33%
11%
80% - 89%

70% - 79%

15%
60% - 69%

1%
28%
90% - 100%

50% - 59%

3%
Less than 50%

9%
I’m not sure
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Most can expect ﬁnancial implications from a single
account takeover due to lost revenue and resolution costs
Almost one-third (31%) of executives say
account takeovers cost over $10,000 per
incident, in terms of lost revenue from
reduced customer acquisition.
What is the average impact of each account
takeover incident in terms of lost revenue
from reduced new customer acquisition due
to goodwill/reputation damage?

23%
$5001 $10,000

46%
Less than
$5,000

23%
$10,001 $20,000

6%
$20,001 - $30,000

2%

More than $30,000
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In addition to the hidden costs of an account takeover, 50% of executives estimate it costs over
$10,000 to directly ﬁx a singular takeover event.

What is the average cost of each account takeover incident, in
terms of costs spent directly ﬁxing the problem (e.g. other
teams working on a resolution outside of their job scope)?

29%
$10,001 $20,000

50%
Less than
$10,000

18%
$20,001 $30,000

2%
$30,001 - $40,000

1%

$40,000 or more
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Identifying account takeovers is diﬃcult—and even more diﬃcult
when attackers are advanced and security solutions are not suﬃcient
Even though executives had multi-factor authentication (72%), security questions (54%),
and VPN (53%) solutions in place, an account takeover was still able to happen.
72%

Multi-factor authentication

53%
VPN

Thinking about some of the most recent
account takeovers at your organization,
which of the following security solutions
were already in place but an account
takeover happened anyway?

54%

Security questions

9%

None of these solutions
were in place during any
account takeover

1% Other
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Only 12% of respondents do not ﬁnd it diﬃcult to accurately identify account takeovers
in real time.

How diﬃcult is it to accurately identify
account takeovers in real time?
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11%

76%

Very diﬃcult

Somewhat diﬃcult

12%

1%

Not diﬃcult Unsure
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58% of executives ﬁnd advanced bots the most challenging type of account takeover
attackers for their business to stop.

58%
Advanced bots (high
sophistication, programmed
to appear as human traﬃc)

22%

Which of the following types of account
takeover attackers are most challenging

Targeted human
attack (low volume,
high sophistication)

for your business to stop?

11%

7%

2%

Human fraud
Basic bots
Not sure
farms (high
(high volume,
volume, low
low
sophistication) sophistication)
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Conclusion

Account takeover affects customers and companies alike and is one of the fastest-growing
cybersecurity threats today, growing a staggering 300% since 2019 and leading to consumer losses of
$3.5 billion. Q5id protects businesses and consumers from forms of fraud like account takeovers. By
using our patented identity proofing process and protecting your accounts with your unique
biometrics, Q5id makes it nearly impossible for fraudsters to gain access to your accounts.
Visit us at q5id.com and let’s talk about what is possible.
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